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The Meningococcal Vaccine Candidate GNA1870 Binds the Complement Regulatory Protein Factor H and Enhances Serum Resistance

Guillermo Madico,* Jo Anne Welsch,† Lisa A. Lewis,* Anne McNaughton,‡ David H. Perlman,§ Catherine E. Costello,§ Jutamas Ngampasutadol,∥ Ulrich Vogel,‖ Dan M. Granoff,* and Sanjay Ram²

*Neisseria meningitidis binds factor H (fH), a key regulator of the alternative complement pathway. A ∼29 kD fH-binding protein expressed in the meningococcal outer membrane was identified by mass spectrometry as GNA1870, a lipoprotein currently under evaluation as a broad-spectrum meningococcal vaccine candidate. GNA1870 was confirmed as the fH ligand on intact bacteria by 1) abrogation of fH binding upon deleting GNA1870, and 2) blocking fH binding by anti-GNA1870 mAbs. fH bound to whole bacteria and purified rGNA1870 representing each of the three variant GNA1870 families. We showed that the amount of fH binding correlated with the level of bacterial GNA1870 expression. High levels of variant 1 GNA1870 expression (either by allelic replacement of gna1870 or by plasmid-driven high-level expression) in strains that otherwise were low-level GNA1870 expressers (and bound low amounts of fH by flow cytometry) restored high levels of fH binding. Diminished fH binding to the GNA1870 deletion mutants was accompanied by enhanced C3 binding and increased killing of the mutants. Conversely, high levels of GNA1870 expression and fH binding enhanced serum resistance. Our findings support the hypothesis that inhibiting the binding of a complement down-regulator protein to the neisserial surface by specific Ab may enhance intrinsinc bactericidal activity of the Ab, resulting in two distinct mechanisms of Ab-mediated vaccine efficacy. These data provide further support for inclusion of this molecule in a meningococcal vaccine. To reflect the critical function of this molecule, we suggest calling it fH-binding protein. The Journal of Immunology, 2006, 177: 501–510.

Neisseria meningitidis is an important cause of meningitis and sepsis worldwide. Complement forms a critical arm of the innate immune defenses against meningococcal infections, evidenced by the epidemiological observation that persons deficient in components of the terminal complement pathway (C5–C9) or the alternative pathway (such as properdin and factor D) are at an increased risk for neisserial infections (1–3). The complement cascade can mediate direct bacterial killing by forming C5b–C9 complexes in the bacterial membrane, or can facilitate opsonophagocytic clearance of bacteria via complement receptors on phagocytic cells.

Effective capsular polysaccharide-based vaccines against serogroups A, C, W-135, and Y meningococcal strains have been developed (4), but an effective vaccine against serogroup B strains remains elusive. Serogroup B capsular polysaccharide is not effective as a vaccine in part because it is structurally similar to host neural-cell adhesion molecule and is therefore poorly immunogenic (5). Reverse vaccinology has identified a lipoprotein called GNA1870, also known as lipoprotein 2086 (6), that is surface expressed on all meningococcal strains tested and elicits bactericidal Abs that are protective in the infant rat model of meningococcal bacteremia (6–9). Based on amino acid sequence, two classification systems for GNA1870 have been developed. One system divides GNA1870 into three variant families called variant 1, variant 2, and variant 3 (9). The other classification system is based on sequence analysis of GNA1870 (also called 2086) predominantly derived from serogroup B strains and divides this protein into subfamilies A (divided further into 10 clusters, A1–A10) and B (divided into clusters B1–B9) (6). Despite detailed studies on the immunogenicity and vaccine potential of GNA1870, a function for this molecule has not yet been determined.

Factor H (fH) is a key fluid-phase regulator of the alternative complement pathway. It acts as a cofactor for the factor I-mediated cleavage of C3b to its hemolytically inactive fragment iC3b (10–12) and also promotes the decay of the alternative pathway C3, convertase C3bBb (13, 14). In the present study, we have identified GNA1870 to be a ligand for fH, a key regulator of the alternative complement pathway.

Abbreviations used in this paper: fH, factor H; siaD, polysialyltransferase; cat, chloramphenicol resistance cassette; LOS, lipooligosaccharide; Por, porin; Erm, erythromycin-resistance cassette; Tet, tetracycline-resistance cassette; IHBp, fH-binding protein; MS, mass spectrometry; C4bp, C4b-binding protein.

Copyright © 2006 by The American Association of Immunologists, Inc. 0022-1767/06/$02.00.
Materials and Methods

Bacterial strains

Strains of *N. meningitidis* used in this study and their relevant characteristics are listed in Table I. Bacteria were grown on chocolate agar plates supplemented with Isovitallex equivalent at 37°C in an atmosphere enriched with 5% CO₂.

Construction of capsule-deficient mutants and mutants unable to sialylate lipooligosaccharide (LOS)

Mutant derivatives of strains representing serogroups B, C, W-135, and Y; H44/76, C2120, W171, and Y2220, respectively, lacking the ability to express capsular polysaccharide were constructed by inactivation of the polysialyltransferase gene (*siaD*) as described previously (15, 16). The serogroup A-representative strain A2594 was rendered unencapsulated by insertional inactivation of *mynB*, the gene that encodes the capsular polymerase of serogroup A meningococcal capsule (17). Using primers NT2 (5’-TACTACATTACCTTTTCTCA-3’) and NT4 (5’-ATACTTAA TAACAGAAAATGGCG-3’), a 1617-bp PCR product containing *mynB* was amplified and cloned into the vector pCR 2.1-TOPO (Invitrogen Life Technologies) to yield pNT3. Excision of a 267-bp fragment (base pairs 476–729) was accomplished by digestion of pNT3 with HincII and a blunt-ended chloramphenicol resistance cassette gene (*cat*) derived from pNTnaex 3 (18) was ligated into the HincII restriction sites, resulting in plasmid that was named pNT5. Strain A2594 was transformed with pNT5, and chloramphenicol-resistant clones were screened both by PCR and ELISA, the latter using anti-serogroup A capsular mAb932 (provided by D. Bitter-Suurbraum, Medical School Hannover, Germany) to confirm the absence of capsule (data not shown). The ability to sialylate LOS in serogroups B, C, W-135, and Y strains was abrogated by insertional inactivation of the LOS sialyltransferase gene (*lst*) using a kanamycin-resistance marker as described previously (19). Mutants of strain H44/76 that lacked either porin A (PorA) or PorB3 were provided by P. van der Ley (Netherlands Vaccine Institute, Bilthoven, The Netherlands). The PorA and PorB3 mutants were selected using the Ab-dependent bactericidal activity of complement with mAbs Mm15A14H6 (against PorB3) and Mm31C11 (against PorA), respectively (20). *siaD* and *lst* mutations of these Por mutants were generated as described above.

Allelic replacement of Y2220 PorB2 and *gna1870* with corresponding genes from H44/76

Using primers listed in Table II, overlap-extension PCR was used to generate a hybrid DNA fragment that contained (5’-to-3’ orientation) the H44/76 *porB3* (1031 bp), the erythromycin-resistance cassette (ErmC; 870 bp) and 1095 bp of Y2220 DNA downstream of *porB2*. This hybrid ampiclon was cloned into the TA cloning vector, pCR2.1-TOPO 2.1 (Invitrogen Life Technologies), to yield pH44/76PorB3-Erm. The sequence of the pliclon was cloned into the TA cloning vector, pCR2.1-TOPO 2.1 (Invitrogen Life Technologies), to yield pH44/76PorB3-Erm. The sequence of the pliclon was confirmed, and pH44/76PorB3-Erm was used to transform strain Y2220 *siaD* *lst*. Erythromycin-resistant colonies from the *siaD* *lst* transformation did not yield clones whose complete PorB2 was completely replaced. Consequently, we transformed strain H44/76 with pH44/76PorB3-Erm, and used chromosomal DNA from an erythromycin-resistant clone to then transform Y2220 *siaD* *lst*. Mutants (Y2220 *siaD* *lst* mynB) were screened by PCR using primers that were specific for H44/76 PorB3 loops 1 and 7. Selected mutants were sequenced to ensure that H44/76 PorB3 had entirely replaced Y2220 PorB2.

Similarly, we constructed a 2800-bp hybrid DNA fragment that comprised (5’-to-3’ orientation) H44/76 *gna1870* (1040 bp; this amplicon contained DNA upstream (5’) of *gna1870* in addition to the *gna1870* ORF), a 1347-bp fragment containing the tetracycline-resistance cassette (Tet) derived from pACYC184 (New England Biolabs), and 413-bp DNA downstream (3’) of *gna1870*. The hybrid ampiclon was cloned into the TA cloning vector, pCR2.1-TOPO, to yield pH44/76-GNA1870-Tet, which was then used to transform Y2220 *siaD*. Tet-resistant clones were screened for expression of H44/76 GNA1870 by flow cytometry using mAb JAR1 (recognizes H44/76 GNA1870, but not Y2220 GNA1870). We sequenced *gna1870* of one such JAR1-binding mutant, called Y2220 *siaD* H44/76MGNA1870 +1 , to confirm the presence of the entire H44/76 *gna1870*.

Insertional inactivation of *gna1870*

Inactivation of *gna1870* in strains H44/76, RM1090, and M1239 using pbSUDGNA1870ERM (9) to yield H44/76 ΔGNA1870, RM1090 ΔGNA1870, and M1239 ΔGNA1870, respectively, was constructed as previously described (8). PCR was used to confirm interruption of *gna1870* in all mutants.

Overexpression of variant 1 *GNA1870* by *N. meningitidis* RM1090

Strain RM1090 naturally expresses low levels of variant 2 *GNA1870* (8). To increase expression we used a shuttle vector, pFP12 (21) where the GFP gene was replaced with the variant 1 *gna1870* derived from *N. meningitidis* MC58 (identical *gna1870* sequence to that of H44/76; Ref. 8). RM1090 Δ1870 was transformed with pFP12-GNA1870 to yield RM1090 v.1 1870+, which expressed levels of variant 1 *GNA1870* equivalent to that of MC58, also a high-level expresser of *GNA1870* (8).

DNA sequencing and phylogenetic analysis of *gna1870*

The nucleotide sequences of *gna1870* from *N. meningitidis* strains C2120, W171, and Y2220 were determined directly from purified PCR templates (Qiagen) amplified using the primers Up-1870-F (5’-CCAAGGGGGA CTGAAACCAATC 3’) and Down-1870-R (5’-GATGGACAGACGGTTTGC GCC 3’). These sequences have been deposited in GenBank (access nos. DQ324737–DQ324739). The predicted GNA1870 amino acid sequence, beginning at the proposed GTG start codon, was aligned with published GNA1870 sequences obtained from GenBank and World Patent Application WO 2004/084840 A2 using clustalW software. To determine the RM1090 variant class, a phylogenetic tree (branched length dendrogram) was constructed using clustalW software.

Sera and complement reagents

Sera from seven normal healthy adult volunteers with no history of meningococcal infections and who had not received meningococcal vaccine were pooled and stored at −70°C. *H* was purchased from Advanced Research Technologies.

Antibodies

Affinity-purified goat anti-human *H* was made by Bethyl Laboratories using purified *H* (Advanced Research Technologies) both as the immunogen and the immunoadsorbent. mAbs against variant 1 *GNA1870*, called JAR1, JAR3, JAR4, and JAR5 have been described previously (7). Anti-PorA mAb 1.7, which recognizes PorA from H44/76 (22), was obtained from the National Institute for Biological Standards and Controls (Hertfordshire, U.K.). Polyclonal anti-GNA1870 antisera was raised by immunizing mice sequentially with His-tagged rGNA1870 variants 1, 2, and 3 proteins, as described previously (7). FITC-conjugated anti-human C3 and anti-human C4 (BioDesign) were used in flow cytometry assays and have been described previously (16, 23). Anti-goat IgG and anti-mouse IgG

Table I. Summary of Neisseria meningitidis strains

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>Relevant Characteristics/Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H44/76</td>
<td>B:15:P1:7:16: ST-32 (Norway, 1976); variant 1 GNA1870; invasive isolate (55, 56)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MC58</td>
<td>B:15:P1:7:16: ST-74 (U.K., 1985); variant 1 GNA1870; invasive isolate (57, 58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2594</td>
<td>A4:P1:20:9:ST-5 (Germany, 1991); GNA1870 not sequenced; invasive isolate (this study)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2120</td>
<td>CNT:1:5.2:ST-11 (Germany, 1997); variant 3 GNA1870; invasive isolate (59)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W171b</td>
<td>W1235TP11:1:5.9:ST-11 (U.S.); variant 2/3 hybrid GNA1870; site of isolation unknown (60)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y2220</td>
<td>Y:21:P1:19,15-1* (ST-172); variant 2/3 hybrid GNA1870; carrier isolate (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RM1090</td>
<td>C2a:1:P1:5.2:ST-unknown (U.S., 1985); variant 2 GNA1870; invasive isolate (8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M1239</td>
<td>B:14:P1:23:14:ST-437 (U.S., 1994); variant 3 GNA1870; invasive isolate (61)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Denotes that PorA VR typing (62) was used to define the serosubtype.

b W171 also is known as ATCC 35559, or M-603.
conjugated to alkaline phosphatase and anti-goat IgG-FITC (Sigma-Aldrich) were used as secondary disclosing Abs.

**Outer membrane preparations**

Outer membranes were isolated using a previously described method (24). Briefly, bacteria harvested from five plates after an overnight culture on chocolate agar were suspended in normal saline. Bacteria were washed and suspended in 5 ml of PBS containing 10 mM EDTA, and incubated at 60°C for 30 min. Bacterial suspensions were then sheared by sequential passage using syringes and progressively smaller-sized needles (18- to 25-gauge). The resultant suspension was centrifuged at 5000 × g for 10 min at 4°C to separate any intact cells and debris. Supernatants were ultracentrifuged at 80,000 × g for 90 min at 4°C to yield a pellet that was enriched in outer membranes.

**Recombinant GNA1870 proteins**

His-tagged rGNA1870 proteins representing variants 1, 2, and 3 strains MC58, 2996 and M1239, respectively, were expressed in *Escherichia coli* and purified as described previously (7). These rGNA1870 molecules lacked the N-terminal lipid substitution.

**Flow cytometry**

Detection by flow cytometry of fH, IgG, C3, and C4 to *Neisseria* have all been described previously (23, 25, 26). In some experiments, mAbs specific for GNA1870 were used to attempt competitive inhibition of fH binding to bacteria. Relative expression of GNA1870 was measured using either mAbs against variant 1 GNA1870 at a concentration of 10 μg/ml, or with mouse polyclonal anti-GNA1870 antiserum (described above) at a 1/100 dilution. Binding of anti-GNA1870 Abs was disclosed with anti-mouse IgG conjugated to alkaline phosphatase and anti-goat IgG-FITC (Sigma-Aldrich) at a 1/100 dilution.

**Western blotting**

Western blotting was used to assess fH binding to outer membrane preparations. Membrane proteins were separated on a 4–12% Bis-Tris gel (Invitrogen Life Technologies) using MOPS running buffer. Proteins were transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride membranes (Millipore) and blocked with PBS-1% dry milk for 30 min at room temperature. Membranes were then incubated overnight at 4°C with fH (1 μg/ml in PBS-0.05% Tween 20). fH-binding proteins (HHBs) were detected using affinity-isolated anti-fH (1 μg/ml in PBS-0.05% Tween 20) and disclosed using anti-goat IgG alkaline phosphatase as previously described (27).
FIGURE 1. fH binding to *N. meningitidis*. A representative strain of *N. meningitidis* from each of the five major pathogenic serogroups (A–C, W-135, and Y) was chosen for study. Bacteria (∼10^8 organisms) were incubated with 2 μg of pure fH, and bound fH was detected by flow cytometry using goat anti-human fH Ab. Upper panel, fH binding to encapsulated wild-type strains (shaded histogram). Lower panel, fH binding to unencapsulated mutant derivatives that also lacked the ability to sialylate their LOS (mynB mutant of A2594 and siaD lst mutants of the remaining four strains; solid line). Isotype controls (no fH added) are indicated by the broken lines. The x-axis represents fluorescence in arbitrary units on a log_10 scale, and the y-axis represents the number of events.

2A), which suggested that a receptor distinct from Por bound fH. An alternative explanation for this observation was that both Por molecules bound fH. Because porin is required for bacterial viability, it is not possible to delete both Por molecules simultaneously.

To address the possibility that both Por molecules bind fH, we replaced the PorB2 molecule of the fH nonbinding strain Y2220 siaD lst with the PorB3 molecule of strain H44/76. The resulting mutant Y2220 siaD lst (H44/76; broken line) did not bind fH (Fig. 2B), suggesting that H44/76 PorB3 was not the ligand for fH on intact bacteria. This result made the possibility unlikely that both Por molecules on strain H44/76 bound fH, and we proceeded to identify the fH ligand by Western blotting as described below. As a control to demonstrate the ability of a Por molecule to bind fH in the background of *N. meningitidis*, we replaced Y2220 PorB2 with the fH-binding Por1A molecule from *N. gonorrhoeae* strain FA19 (25) and showed that the resultant mutant bound fH (data not shown).

fH binds to an ∼29-kDa outer membrane protein identified as GNA1870

To identify the fH-binding molecule on *N. meningitidis*, we examined fH binding to an outer membrane protein preparation from strain H44/76 that was separated by electrophoresis on denaturing Bis-Tris gels followed by Western blotting. The membrane was incubated with fH, and bound fH was detected using affinity-isolated anti-fH. A discrete fH-binding band was seen at ∼29 kDa (Fig. 3A, left lane; H44/76 OM). Bands were also evident at positions that corresponded to the expected migration velocity of PorB3 and PorA, but these had been excluded as fH ligands on intact bacteria as indicated above. The band that corresponded to the ∼29-kDa band was identified on a Coomassie-stained gel and was analyzed by in-gel trypsin digestion followed by MALDI-TOF MS and peptide mass fingerprinting that was compared with the *Neisseria* proteome. The protein band was defined as lipoprotein GNA1870 using high probability-based Mowse scoring. The peptide ions covered 89% of the total protein sequence (Fig. 3B).

To validate the specificity of fH binding to GNA1870 in our Western blot binding assay, we prepared outer membranes from a GNA1870 deletion mutant of strain H44/76, and analyzed fH binding as detailed above. Fig. 3A, right lane; (H44/76 Δ1870 OM) shows that deleting GNA1870 results in loss of fH binding at the corresponding site on the blot.

GNA1870 is the ligand for fH on intact bacteria

Binding of a molecule to denatured proteins on Western blots could result from exposure of regions in the molecule that are otherwise cryptic on intact bacteria as was demonstrated in Fig. 3A, where fH had artifically bound to PorA and PorB2 in Western blots. We used the following independent lines of evidence to confirm GNA1870 as the target for fH on live meningococci.

Deleting GNA1870 abrogates fH binding

We created isogenic mutant strains by insertional inactivation of gna1870 in the background of strains H44/76 and H44/76 siaD lst (unencapsulated and no LOS sialic acid). The resultant deletion mutants did not bind fH (Fig. 4A). These data indicated that GNA1870 is the acceptor for fH on live, whole meningococci.
Monoclonal Abs directed against GNA1870 block fH binding

We have previously described a series of mAbs (JAR1, JAR3, JAR4, and JAR5) that are directed against the H44/76 GNA1870 molecule (7). Although the fine specificity of binding of these mAbs is not known, preliminary results suggest that the region spanned by aa 100–255 of GNA1870, which has been shown to be important for eliciting bactericidal Abs (31), also may be the region that binds these mAbs. We tested the ability of these Abs to selectively inhibit binding of fH to intact meningococci using a competitive inhibition assay. We observed that all anti-GNA1870 mAbs, with the exception of JAR4, blocked binding of fH to intact bacteria (Fig. 4B). All anti-GNA1870 mAbs bound live bacteria to a similar extent (7). As a negative control, we used an anti-PorA mAb, 1.7, which did not block fH binding to strain H44/76, but did bind to the strain.

fH can bind to all three GNA1870 variants

One system of GNA1870 classification divides the molecule into three variant families (variants 1–3) based on amino acid sequence analysis (9). Having thus far identified GNA1870 on strain H44/76 (variant 1 protein) as a ligand for fH, we sought to determine whether fH could bind to strains bearing variant 2 or variant 3 molecules. We detected binding of fH to strains RM1090 (variant 2) and M1239 (variant 3) (Fig. 5A). To confirm that the variant 2 and variant 3 proteins of strains RM1090 and M1239, respectively, were the ligands for fH, we constructed GNA1870 deletion mutants in these strains and noted that fH binding to each of the mutants was abrogated (Fig. 5A).

We confirmed a direct interaction between fH and GNA1870 from all three variant families by ELISA showing binding of purified recombinant GNA1870 (rGNA1870) representing strains MC58 (variant 1), 2996 (variant 2), and M1239 (variant 3) to fH that was immobilized on a microtiter plate (Fig. 5B).

Levels of GNA1870 expression correlate with fH binding

The data thus far indicated that fH could bind to GNA1870 from all three variant families. During the course of our investigations, we sequenced gna1870 from strains C2120, and W171, and Y2220 (high, low, and nonbinders of fH by flow cytometry, respectively; Fig. 1). A clustalW software (http://align.genome.jp/)-generated multisequence alignment of the predicted amino acid sequence of GNA1870 from these strains with representative variant 1, 2 and 3 sequences indicated that C2120 produces a variant 3 GNA1870, while Y2220 and W171 appear to produce a hybrid variant 2/3 protein. A dendrogram illustrating the protein sequence diversity is shown in Fig. 6A. Rather surprisingly, we found that the deduced amino acid sequences of Y2220 and W171 were identical, strongly suggesting that the primary amino acid sequence of GNA1870 did not determine fH binding. We confirmed that GNA1870 was the sole fH binding molecule on W171, by demonstrating abrogation of fH binding upon deleting GNA1870 (data not shown).

Because GNA1870 expression levels have been shown to vary among different meningococcal strains (9), we hypothesized that levels of GNA1870 expression on the bacterial surface correlated with fH binding. We compared GNA1870 expression on strains H44/76 (high fH binder), W171 (low fH binder) and Y2220 (no detectable fH binding). fH binding also was measured in parallel. As seen in Fig. 6B, fH binding (right graph) was proportional to the amount of GNA1870 expressed on the bacterial surface (left graph). Expression of GNA1870 on these strains was also evaluated by western blotting, and confirmed the flow cytometry data (data not shown). We identified two additional strains, both belonging to serogroup B, that also express very low levels of GNA1870 on their surface, called NMB (6) and 2996 (J. Welsch and D. M. Granoff, unpublished observations). Consistent with the hypothesis that fH binding correlated with levels of GNA1870 expression, neither strain showed any detectable fH binding by flow cytometry (data not shown).

To demonstrate that high levels of GNA1870 expression enhanced fH binding in an isogenic background, we replaced the GNA1870 molecule of fH-nonbinding carrier strain Y2220 siaD lst, with the corresponding molecule from fH-binding strain 44/76. Surface expression of the H44/76 GNA1870 molecule on the resultant mutant (called Y2220 siaD lst H44/76GNA1870−) was confirmed by binding of the H44/76 GNA1870-specific mAbs JAR1, JAR3, JAR4 and JAR 5 to the mutant strain (representative data with mAb JAR1 shown in Fig. 6C, left graph). As expected, the Y2220 mutant strain with the replaced GNA1870 molecule bound fH to the same extent as strain H44/76 siaD lst (Fig. 6C, right graph).

As additional proof for correlation between levels of GNA1870 expression and fH binding, we examined fH binding to strain...
We examined IgG, C3, and C4 binding to H44/76 siaD lst and its GNA1870 deletion derivative (Fig. 8). Of note, the GNA1870 deletion mutant bound less IgG than did the siaD lst mutant, which resulted in less C4 binding. Despite less classical pathway activation, the GNA1870 mutant bound more C3. These results demonstrate uninhibited activation of the alternative pathway positive feedback loop when the ability to bind fH is lost.

**Discussion**

*N. meningitidis* must survive complement-mediated killing to cause invasive disease. The classical pathway is required to initiate bactericidal activity on Neisseriae (32). The importance of Abs in protection against invasive disease has been detailed in elegant studies by Goldschneider et al. (33, 34). Once the classical pathway is set into motion, the positive feedback loop of the alternative pathway augments C3b deposition on bacteria. Persons deficient in alternative pathway activators such as properdin and factor D (1, 35, 36) are predisposed to invasive meningococcal disease.

Down-regulation of the alternative pathway may be beneficial for meningococci to survive in the human host. Almost all isolates recovered from the bloodstream or cerebrospinal fluid are encapsulated and capsular polysaccharide is required for high-level serum resistance (37, 38). However, isolates recovered from the nasopharynx are often shown to be unencapsulated (39–42). Encapsulation may actually hinder bacterial invasion of epithelial cells (43), and it has been suggested that meningococci may need to down-regulate capsule expression to traverse the epithelial barrier (44, 45). Meningococci, therefore, use redundant mechanisms to evade complement at various stages of disease pathogenesis. Binding of the alternative pathway down-regulatory molecule, fH, to microbial surfaces is used by several bacterial species to regulate the alternative pathway of complement (reviewed in Ref. 46).

The major classical pathway regulator, C4b-binding protein (C4bp) may also be important and we have recently demonstrated binding of C4bp to meningococcal PorA under hypotonic conditions, which may constitute a separate mechanism of complement evasion by *N. meningitidis* (47). The other pathogenic Neisseria species, *N. gonorrrhoeae*, uses both C4bp and fH to its advantage to regulate complement activation on its surface. Sialylation of the lacto-N-neotetraose LOS species enhances fH binding to *N. gonorrrhoeae* (26). In addition, several gonococcal strains that express the porin 1A (Por1A) molecule bind fH, which confers serum resistance in the absence of LOS sialylation (25). In this study, we report binding of fH to the meningococcal lipoprotein GNA1870. All meningococcal isolates that have been tested express GNA1870 (6, 9).

fH binds to selected polyanions, such as heparin, dextran sulfate, chondroitin sulfate A, and carrageenan (types III and IV), but not others such as chondroitin sulfate C, keratan sulfate, hyaluronic acid, colominic acid (bacterial polysialic acid), or polyaspartic acid (48, 49). An important observation we made was that fH did not bind to the polyanionic capsular polysaccharides expressed by any of the five major meningococcal serogroups, based on the finding that fH bound equally well to wild-type strains and their unencapsulated (siaD lst) mutants (Fig. 1). Serogroup B capsular polysaccharide regulates the alternative complement pathway (50), but our observations suggest that this effect is not attributable to enhanced fH binding.

We previously reported an association between expression of meningococcal PorB3 and the ability to bind to fH (51). We speculated that PorB3 might be the acceptor for fH, based on sequence...
similarities between meningococcal PorB3 and gonococcal Por1A (52), the latter having been shown to bind fH (25). In this study, we have identified a ligand for fH on *N. meningitidis*. Of the five diverse strains of *N. meningitidis* that we examined for fH binding, strains C2120 and W171 do not express PorB3 (they express PorB2), yet they still bind fH, suggesting that fH binds to a target(s) other than PorB3. Using Por deletion mutants, as well as allelic replacement (Fig. 2), we confirmed that fH did not bind to either Por molecule on intact *N. meningitidis* strain H44/76. Although binding of fH to PorB3 purified from strain H44/76 has been reported previously using ELISA (53), our results indicate that a fH-PorB3 interaction may not occur on live bacteria.

**FIGURE 6.** A, Phylogenetic tree showing the clustering of GNA1870 from strains Y2220, W171, and C2120 with GNA1870 from variant 1, 2, and 3 type strains. B, Relative expression of GNA1870 on strains H44/76, W171, and Y2220, and correlation with fH binding. GNA1870 expression was measured by flow cytometry using polyclonal anti-GNA1870 antiserum (left graph). fH binding to the three strains is shown in the right histogram graph. In both histogram plots, H44/76 is represented by the shaded area, W171 by the thick solid line and Y2220 by the thin solid line. Isotype controls (anti-GNA1870 or fH excluded) are depicted by the broken line. C, High-level variant 1 GNA1870 expression in Y2220 results in enhanced fH binding. Left graph, Expression of GNA1870 in Y2220 (solid line), Y2220 overexpressing variant 1 GNA1870 (shaded area), and negative control strain lacking GNA1870 (Y2220 ΔGNA1870, broken line) using polyclonal anti-GNA1870 antiserum. Right graph, fH binding to the three strains. Axes are as described in Fig. 1.
The ~29 kDa molecule in outer membrane preparations of H44/76 that bound fH in Western blots was identified as GNA1870 by MALDI-TOF MS and peptide mass fingerprinting analysis. Attempts at N-terminal Edman sequencing of this protein failed, consistent with the protein N terminus being modified or blocked, in this instance by palmitoylation (9). A limitation in the definitive identification of ligands using Western blotting is that surface molecules that are out of context of the membrane and/or denatured could bind fH via regions that may otherwise be cryptic on intact bacteria, thereby yielding false positive results. In addition, binding sites that require a conformational or three-dimensional structure will not be identified by this method. Therefore, we used two independent approaches (Fig. 4) to confirm that GNA1870 was the receptor for fH on intact meningococci.

We observed fH binding to all three GNA1870 variant classes, despite sequence diversity among these molecules (Fig. 5). This observation suggests that retaining the ability to bind fH may be beneficial to bacteria in vivo. The lower OD_{410 nm} reading seen with the variant 3 protein may reflect differences in recognition of the proteins by the polyclonal variant 1–3 anti-GNA1870 Ab (8), and does not necessarily imply decreased binding of this protein to fH (Fig. 5). The N-terminal ~100 aa of all sequenced GNA1870 molecules bears maximum sequence homology, raising the possibility that the fH binding motif may reside in this region.

Differences in fH binding were attributable to differences in expression levels of GNA1870, and not to differences in amino acid sequences. A comparison of GNA1870 expression and fH binding among strains H44/76, W171, and Y2220 showed a correlation between levels of GNA1870 expression and fH binding (Fig. 6B). The polyclonal anti-GNA1870 antiserum used in this assay binds better to variant 2 GNA1870 than variant 1 proteins (8), thereby making it unlikely that there was preferential detection of H44/76 GNA1870 (variant 1). Furthermore, W171 and Y2220 were chosen for this experiment because their gna1870 genes are identical, allowing for a symmetric and unbiased comparison of GNA1870 expression. Y2220 expresses low amounts of GNA1870, and may bind fH but in amounts below the threshold of detection by flow cytometry. Low levels of GNA1870 expression and concomitant low or no fH binding are not unique to serogroup Y strains; we identified two other serogroup B strains of N. meningitidis (2996 and NMB) that express low levels of GNA1870 (6) and did not bind fH. We constructed a GNA1870 deletion mutant in strain 2996 and observed an increase in serum sensitivity (data not shown). This result suggests that even low levels of factor H binding (below the threshold of detection by flow cytometry) may diminish serum killing. This finding may have implications for the use of GNA1870 as a vaccine candidate because curtailing fH
binding by specific immune Ab (Fig. 4B) will enhance killing, even by normal serum.

It is noteworthy that the DNA sequence spanning the region between the gna1870 ORF and the gene 3’ to gna1870 in Y2220 and W171 are identical, which suggests that differential protein expression is not because of differences in promoter sequences identified previously (9). Y2220 is capable of high-level GNA1870 expression, as evidenced by the observation that Y2220 siaD 1st H44/76/ValM1 gna1870 expressed similar amounts of GNA1870 as H44/76, the latter having been shown to express high levels of GNA1870 (7, 9). The factor(s) responsible for variable GNA1870 expression among meningococcal strains is not clear.

Both capsulated and uncapsulated bacteria showed heightened serum resistance when they expressed GNA1870 and bound fH. Capsular polysaccharide is a key determinant of high-level serum resistance in meningococci (38). The ability to bind fH provides an additional level of protection to encapsulated bacteria against complement-mediated killing. The boosted level of serum resistance seen with encapsulated strains that bind fH could be critical for bacterial survival in the bloodstream, where high levels of complement are present. Although bacteria at mucosal surfaces encounter lower levels of complement (54), colonizing meningococci (which are often unencapsulated and potentially more serum sensitive) need to evade complement to successfully inhabit the nasopharynx.

The ability of bacterial surface-bound fH to regulate the C3-amplification loop of the alternative pathway of complement was illustrated by increased C3 binding to an isogenic mutant of strain H44/76 that lacked GNA1870 (Fig. 8). It is noteworthy that the GNA1870-deletion mutant bound slightly less IgG and C4 than its parent, suggesting that normal human serum may contain Abs directed against this protein. Despite less C4 binding to the mutant strain (and consequently diminished activation of C3 via the classical pathway of complement), we observed more C3 activation on this strain, which is consistent with uninhibited activation of C3 by the alternative pathway in the absence of fH binding.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated an important function for GNA1870, an immunogenic protein under investigation as a broadly effective meningococcal vaccine candidate. In addition to activating the classical pathway of complement in their own right, Abs directed against GNA1870 could promote bacterial killing and opsonophagocytosis by diverting fH away from the bacterial surface. This potential dual mechanism of bacterial killing makes GNA1870 an attractive vaccine candidate. One reason for vaccine failures is the selection of bacteria that lack the target Ag. Escape mutants that do not express GNA1870 because of selection by Ab pressure would be at a significant disadvantage because they would be more susceptible to complement-dependent killing. Our work provides a strong rationale for the use of GNA1870 as one component of a meningococcal vaccine. We suggest referring to GNA1870 as fHBP to reflect the important function of this protein.
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